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Relevont characteristtcs ofthe underwater channel used for acoustic communications are briefly described.
There is a trade-off between achievable transmisslon range and data throughput. Transmissłon range of severa/ kilometers with carrier frequency of50kHz and several tens ofkilometers with frequency less than J OkHz
might be possible using only 75 watts of acoustic power. Also, we investigated the required acoustic power for
certain transmisston ranges at given signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values and the e.lfect ofwind speed: A shallow
water channe/ model is proposed lo study signal auenuatton and amving angles ofthe multipath. As the signal
time delay increases, the orriving angle ofthe ref/ected signa/s becomes larger, ałlowing us to limit the number
ol multipath signals using a directional receiver. We will see that using directional receiver is better suitedfor
a channe/ with a smali range-to-depth rafio (RDR) and that equalization methods are better suitedfor a channel with a /arge RDR. Finalty. hardware complexity for designing sha/low water ocoustic communication systems is studied using a currently available digital signal processing (DSP) lechnology.
1. Introduction

Tbe characteristics of an underwater acoustic
channel impose certain limitations on the design of
underwater acoustic communication systems.
Transmission loss and ambient noise limit the
achievable transmisslon range and the usable camer
frequency and therefore achievable data rates. Intersymbol-inteńerence due to multipath propagation and Doppler spreading caused by the relative
motion of trnnsmitter/receiver are other impairments to the achievement of high data rate transmission.
In this paper, design problems associated with
shallow water acoustic communication systems are
considered. In section 2, relevant characteristics of
the underwater channel used for acoustic communications are briefly described. The required acoustic
power to achieve a certain transmission range for a
given słgnal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value 15investigated. In section 3, investigating the relation between transmission range and arriving angles of
multipath signals, we found that use of a directional
receiver is better suited for a channel with a smaller
RDR and that equalization methods are better suited

for a channel with a large RDR. In section 4, hardware
complexity for designing shallow water acoustic communication systems is studied using currently available
DSP technology.
2. The Underwater Acoustic Channel and

Acbievable Transmission Ran~
In this section, relevant characteristics ofthe underwater channel used for the acoustic communications
are brietly descnbed. Based on these charaeteristics, we
investigate the achievable transmission range at given
channel conditions and system requirements. Tbe factors that limit range and rate of acoustic signal transmission inc1ude transmission losses, ambient noise and
cavitition threshold.
A. Transmission Iosses

As 3D acoustic wave propagates outward from its
souree, its intensity decreases. The rate of thls intensity
spreading depends on the channel geometry. Let us defme a shallow underwater channel as a channel with a
RDR approximately larger than 10. In a shallow water
channel, transmission loss (TL) is govemed by the cy-
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lindrical spreading law, that is [l, 2],

NL4

whele r is transmisston rangę.
In addition to the spreading loss, tbe attenuatiODof
tbe signal is caused by the conversion of some portion
oftbe radiated energy into beat and Iost to tbe medium
during propagation. This attenuation due to absorption is a function of frequency and limits tbe usable
frequency for a particular transmisslon mnge. The absorption coefficient IX (j) in dB/m as given by [3] is:
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Tbe transmissłon loss is tben tbe sum of tbe
spreading loss and tbe attenuation, that is,
TL(f)
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The totał in-band ooise NLB for a narrow band
receiver is given by:
(10)
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where B is bandwidth in Hz.

where S is saIinity in ppt, 1is frequency in kHz, T is

T

The totał noise due to these contributions is:

NLB = NL + 1Olog B

temperamrę in "C, P is pressure in kgf/cm2 and
I
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C. AcbievabIe transmission range
In this section, the achievable transmission range
for underwater communication is investigated eonsidering tbe. carrier frequency, acoustic power transmitted and wind speed. When the power radiated by a
sonar projector exceeds the cavitation leveI, eavitation bubbles hegin to form on tbe surface and just in
front of tbe projector. This limits the acoustic power
which can be transmitted. The cavitation threshold
IT in watts/em2 at depth Z is [7, 8]:

(4)
(11)

B. Ambient noise
Ambient noise in an underwater ehannel is eansed
by several
sources
[4]. Its intensity
in
dB re l J.lPaper $z,

tenned as noise level (NL),

are given below where frequency
kHz.
o

wbere y is a factor expressing the near-field effect on
the cavitation limit with a value hetween 0.3 and 0.6,
p C (O) is ambient pressure in atm. at the water sur-

1 is

expressed in

Twbulence noise:
NL1 = 17 -30logI

(5)

.

face. and z is depth in feet When mu1tiplied by the
face area of the projector (in cm2), the cavitation
threshold represents the maximum transmitted power
(in watts). At water surface with the atmospheńc
acoustic pressure of 1 ann., the cavitation threshold is
l TO

= 0.33 watts/cm2 Let us assume that a total m-

• Shipping noise:

+ 261og1

NL2 = 40+20(D-0.5)

(6)

-6010g (f + 0.03) ,
where D is shipping density with value hetween
O (light) and l(heavy).
o

NL

3
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the relationship between maximum power Wmax and
depth z in feet is given by:

Surface agitation noise:

= 50+

7.5JW+20Iog1

-40log

where w is wind speed in m/s.
o

diated acoustic power Watthe onset of cavitation is
distńbuted uniformIy over an effective projector area
A . With a threshold l TO at water surface (z = O),

Thermal noise:

(I

+0.4) ,(7)

W max

Y.

= Al TO . ( 1 + 5~

(12)

For instance, a piston projector with a 10 cm diameterface is limited by cavitation to maximum power of about 26 watts when operared near tbe water
surface. The cavitation threshold increases mpidly
with depth, enabling greater power to be transmitred.

At a depthof 20 Dl, the projector can radiate 232
watts, approxima1ely 8.9 times its maximum power at
the surface. A typical acoustic transdncer produces
pressure of 190 dB re llJPa at 1 meter away on the
maximum pressure axis (source level, SL), requiring
71 watts of aeoustic power.
The maximum detectable range for a required

w=Oknoll

SNR can be obtained using Eq. (4), Eq. (10) and an
expression for SNR,
SNR

=

SL-TL-NLB+DI

(13)

where TL is transmission loss as previously defmed

D=O.Q=5.

W=75walla

--

and Dl represents directivity index.
Fig. 1 shows maximum detectable range vs. frequency for SNR = O dB. Results indicate that maximum detectable rangę decreases with increasing
frequency. This is due to the larger atteDUation at
higher frequencies. Unfortunately, although reducing
frequency allows for an increase in transmission
range, it also results in decreased information
throughput. With an operating frequency of 50 kHz,
communication range is łimited to several kilometers.
Fig. l also shows that the detectable range decreases
with the increased noise associated with higher wind
speed.
As an example of underwater communications,
assume that f = 10 kHz , w = 20 knots and
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Fig. l. Maximum detectable range vs. frequency

D = O (liglń shipping). Then, totał noise is 53
dB re 1 JlPa per

JHz

and the totał in-band noise is

f= 10 ldIz. w = 10 knota. Q =5. D =0

86 dB re l Jlpa when a typical value of quality factor

Q = f/B
Dl = O dB

= 5 is employed
(non-directiona1
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[5, 6]. Assuming
transducer)

Fig. 2. Acoustic power vs. achievable
transmisston range

and

SL = 190 dB re 1JlPa, the practically achievable
maximum transmission range is about 70 km. This
range decreases to 60 km for heavy shipping mise

'00

=

1).
When designing a remote transmitter, the power is
an important consideration because low power eonsumption is essential for a prolonged time of operation, Fig. 2 show s the acoustic power required to
achieve certain transmission ranges at given SNR values. Depending on applications, the desired eommunication performance requires different power
associated with differeIń values of SNR. Even with a
few tens of watts of acoustic power, signal transmis(D

sion up to several tens of kilometers is possible. Fig.
3 sbJws thc relanonsłup bctwccn achicvablc transmission range and wind speed. As wind speed increases, the achievable range decreases due to the
increased ambient noise caused by surface agitation,
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Fig. 3. Achievable transmisston range vs. wind
speed
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3. A ease stJJdy or a shallow water channel
As a case snuły of shallow water channel, a model
depicted in Fig. 4 is employed and the computations
of time deIays and signal attenuations is based on the
procedure presented in [ll].
Surface

L

a: Transmitter height above the bonom
b: Receiver height above the bottom
L: Henzontal distance between the transmitter and
receiver
q>: Grazing angle
'1': Arriving angle
Fig. 4. Model for shallow water acoustic channel
Channel and system parameters shown in Table I
are usedforthis study. We postulate that thettansmitter and the receiver are located in the middle of the
channel. For computation ofthe received signal, only
signal paths with a significant signal strength Me eonsidered.
Table 1: Channet and system parameters
signalling rate

5.0 ksymbolsls

carrier frequency

10kHz

transmission range

10Iem

channel depth

20m

transmitter/receiver depth

10m

the main lobe and another constant level with a side
lobe. Tbat is, all multipath signals arriving outside the
main lobe are subject to equal suppression. Tberefore,
signal strengtb of the multipath arriving from outside
of the main lobe is attenuated by a directional receiver. Here, we assume that ~ side lobe level is 20 dB
below the main lobe.
Fig. 8 depicts the maximum signal delay vs. wind
speed with and without a directional receiver. At low
wind speed, the maximum signal delay is quite large
and the benefit of a directional receiver is noticeable.
If the system is operating with an non-directional
transducer, the maximum signal deIay extends over
450 symbols (90 ms) forwind speed less than 4 knots.
However, using a directional receiver with a beamwidth of 5°, the maximum signal delay can be reduced to 77 symbols (15.4 ms). This will eventually
enable us to use a smaller number of equalizer taps,
resulting in reduced hardware complexity.
Fig. 9 sbows the maximum signal delay as the distarce between transmitter and receiver is varied At a
bońzontal rangę less than 2 km, the mu1tipath delay
spread can exceed 100 ms, which corresponds to 500
symbols duration. Fig. 10 shows largest arriving angle vs. distańce between transmitter and receiver. At
shorter transmission ranges, tbe arrivaI ang1es of signal paths are larger wbich allows us to use a directional receiver effectively to remove reflected signal
paths with a larger angular spread. At large henzontal
ranges, the largest arrival angles decreases, requiring
a high resolution directional receiver, but maximum
signal delay is also reduced to an amount reIatively
easy to equalize. This indicates that tbe beamforming
approach is better suited for channels with small RDR
and equaIization metbods are better suited for channels with a large RDR.
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Fig. 5 sbows the received signal envelope wben a
pulse with a duration of 0.25 ms is transmitted
tbrough an underwater channel with a wind speed of
5 knots.
Fig. 6 shows angles of multipath arrivals vs. differential time delay. As the differential time deIay is
increased, the arrival angIes become larger, This resuit suggests the possibility of using a directional receiver to limit the number of signal paths at the
receiver.
Let us assume that a directional receiver with the
simplified beam pattem depicted in Fig. 7 is employed. This beam pattem bas a constant level within
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Fig. 5. Received signal envelop when a pulse ts
transmitted
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Fig. 6. Arrival angles vs. differential time delay
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Fig. 9. Maximum signal delay vs. distance
between transmitter and receiver.
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Fig. 7. Simplified beam paitem

Fig. 10. Largest arriving angle vs. distance
between transmitter and receiver
4. The consideration
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Fig. 8. Maximum signal delay vs, wind speed

of hardware

complexity

An equalizer can be used to cope with intersymbol
interference introduced by multipath propagation. In
this section, we will investigate the hardware complexity associałed with 3D equalizer. In order to produce optimum equaIizer output, the coefficients of 3D
equalizer are iteratively updated Frequent1y employed algońthms for the update of 3D equalizer' s coefficients are least-mean-square (LMS) and squaremot recursive-least-square (RLS) algorithms, The
computationalload of the equalizer, expressed by required floating point operations per second (FLOPS),
is approximately given as:
FLOPS
where feN)

=

feN)

X updates/

is the computationalload

s

(14)

ofthe iteration

of the adaptive algorithm and updates/

s is the
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number of iterations per second of the adaptation algorithm [9]. For an implementation of the LMS or
square-root RLS algorithm, I(N)

is 2N or 9N2, re-

spectively [9, 10]. Let us investigate how many OSP
chips are needed to deal with the computationalload
of an equalizer for a shallow water channel. The CUTrently popular chip 1MS320aO OSP bas a capability
of 50 MFLOPS. For the computation, the decision
feedback equalizer where the forward filter is fractionalły spaced (f/2 spaced where T is a symbol duration) is used. We assume that the mnnber of totał
taps including forward and feedback fllters is three
limes that of delay spread.
Table II shows the computationalload of a sample system with channel conditions given in Table I
at wind speed of w = 4 knots . Note that this computational load is only for rejecting multipath signals
and traćking cbanges in the acoustic environment by
an equalizer. When an LMS algorithm is used, a single TMS320C50 DSP chip can handle the computation required for the update of equałizer taps, even
without a directional receiver. However, wben a
square-root RLS algorithm is used, 46 OSP chips are
required with a directional receiver and 1641 OSP
chips without a directional receiver which is impractical to implement.
Table II. Computationalloads

LMS

oj an equalizer

Delay
spread
(symbols)

ComputationaJ
load

#of

(FLOPS)

50

nondirectionaJ
receiver

450

1.35x107

l

directionaJ
receiver

75

2.25x106

l

nondirectionaJ
receiver

450

8.2Oxl010

1641

directionaJ
receiver

75

2.28xl09

46

1MS
320C

(BW = 5°)
square
-root

RLS

(BW =5°)

5. Summary
In this paper, the signal propagation in a shallow
water channel was studied to investigate the required
acoustic power needed to achieve a certain transmission range. Analyses indicated that comnnmication
over several tens of kilometers with frequency less
than 10 kHz might be possible using on1y 75 watts of
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acoustic power. Tbe relationship between time delay
and arriving angles was studied for different wind
speeds. As the differential time delay increases, the
inter-amval angle between ref1ected signals becomes
larger, allowing us to limit the number of multipath
siguals using a directional receiver. The ana1ytical results show that a beamforming approach is better suited for a channel with a RDR and that equalization
methods are better suited for a cbannel with a large
RDR. FinaIly, the hardware complexity of shallow
water acoustic communication systems employing an
equalizer is studied considering the currently available OSP technology. A directional receiver enables
us to reduce the hardware complexity but a squareroot RLS algorithm is still impractical to implement
since it requires as many as 46 processors.
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